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Region
Asia

Industry
Petroleum

IPS Service
iDrawings-P&ID

IPS iDrawings-P&ID Helps A Petroleum Company In Asia 
to Convert P&ID Faster And Cheaper

Benefit to Customer
A petroleum company is initiating digital transformation and needs 
to convert, 1000 P&IDs total from PDF or DWG format into SPPID for 
an operating plant in Asia for their digitalization and digital asset 
management requirements. The estimated man hours per P&ID is 
12h/P&D, which sums up to a total of 12,000 man-hours. Applying 
IPS iDrawing P&ID solution, client achieved 70% time saving, and 
more than 30% cost saving.

The Challenge

Huge amount of historic P&IDs that are unintelligent and in PDF/paper format01

Manual 1000 P&ID X 12h/P&ID = 12,000 man-hours
Vs.

IPS AI solution: 4500 man-hours

Multiple sources of data on P&IDs having conflicts and 
no consistency

02

Consolidating and harnessing data from P&IDs and bring it into an intelligent 
format needs huge amounts of manual labour

03

Reuse of P&IDs for capital projects very often needs recreating lots of previous 
data

04

Digitalization & Industry 4.0 implementation mandates intelligent P&IDs 
supporting digital systems

05

Intelligent Project Solutions is currently using AI technology to develop iDrawings-P&ID, an AI application suite that digitizes engineering documents, providing users with the 
ability to extract useful information as well as a proper organization of such information for data transfer. This allows users to identify and consolidate instances of conflicting 
information, and then digitally transfer data into a digital platform. This process not only saves at least 50% of the cost of building a digital twin or digital platform but can also be 
completed at least twice as quickly.

2-4X Faster 4-8 man-hours/P&ID 30%-50% Cost Saving

IPS Solution

IPS iDrawings-P&ID: At Least 2X faster, with 50% Cost Saving

Pilot project: 50 P&ID 

80 man-hours for customer-specific model training & AI processing

150 man-hours for manual finishing & quality check 

Total = 230 man-hours (4.5 man-hours/P&ID)

Official project: 1000 P&ID
IPS solution: 4500 man-hours (4.5h/P&ID)

Original plan: 12000 man-hours(12h/P&ID)

70% time saving, and more than 30% cost

4500 h
Total man hours 

for 1000 P&ID 
conversion

70% Time saving 30% Cost saving

12,000 h

VS


